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Subject: Name of Master student:

A. Master thesis, 80% of final grading
 rating

(1-6  result comments

Contents   75%                        -   

1. Gathering/delineation of subject data (introduction, purpose of the study, scientific 
grounds, understanding)

   10%         -   

2. Support of theory, i.e. literature called in  (p.exp. summary of state of the art)    10%         -   

3. Answer to problem: realisation of concept, operationalization, 
execution/experiments, comprehensibility/legibility, process tracability,  logic (red 
thread), discussion, results

   40% 

4. Conclusion (Assessment of own results in a larger context, open/new questions)      5% 

5. Personal contribution, dedication    10% 

Form   25%                        -   

1. Composition and structure    10% 

2. Charts and figures      5% 

3. Citations      5% 

4. Faculty of expression and orthography      5% 

Result of written part                        -   

Please fill in only in the yellow marked areas Rating scale: 6.00 is the highest, 1.00 is the lowest grade, passmark is 4.00. Quarter grades are allowed.

B. Presentation / speech, 20% of final grading

rating
(1 - 6)  result reasons for rating given

Contents 45%                        -   

1. Correctness/originality 6% -      

2. Research, complexity and source quality 6% -      

Name of examiner:

weight

XY
Supervisor / Co-Supervisor

weight
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Subject: Name of Master student:Name of examiner:

weight

XY
Supervisor / Co-Supervisor

3. Scientific level 6% -      

4. Methods coherently explained? 6% -      
5. Persuasion, restriction to the essential or other criteria:

6% -      

6. Conclusion: answers to questions or other criteria:
15% -      

Form 55% -                     

7. Speech: audibility, modulation, clarity, comprehensibility 10% -      

8. Body language: bearing, gestures, facial expression, contact with the public 10% -      

9. Distinct structure, red thread 15% -      

10. Adequate use and mastering of media: figures, charts, text, legibility,  density of 
information, number of slides

20% -      

11. Kept within time (20 min.) Yes/No?

Result of presentation / oral part -                     

Final grading Master thesis -                    

Rating scale: 6.00 is the highest, 1.00 is the lowest grade, passmark is 4.00. Quarter grades are allowed. check box (Poster seen and approved by main Supervisor and Co-Supervisor for Graduation ceremony)

Date: Signature:

Procedure after evaluation: Coordination/discussion between main Supervisor and Co-Supervisor / Sending of each signed assessment form to the Study Administration / Decree of the final grade and sending of the two 
assessment forms to the Student / If the Student wants an additional feedback he/she should fix a meeting with the Supervisor/Co-Supervisor

Comments:


